Press release – 4 December 2017

FISITA develops association with its Italian Member Society
FISITA, the international membership organisation for the automotive and mobility engineering
profession, has developed its long‐term association with Italian Member Society ATA via the Italian
Association of the Automotive Industry (ANFIA).
ANFIA has taken over some of ATA’s activities since its closure last year and will continue to organise
and promote these initiatives to its growing network of automotive and mobility systems engineers.
For more than 100 years, ANFIA has been one of the main Trade Associations within the
Confederation of Italian Industry. With almost 300 members, ANFIA supports organisations to
strengthen their competitiveness, their growth in foreign markets and their integration in mobility
systems. This is achieved through collaboration with national and international institutions,
networking activities, participation in technical‐regulatory committees, sector studies and analysis,
consultancy and training.
ANFIA becomes part of FISITA’s international network of Member Societies, which extends a reach
to a growing community of over 210,000 engineers, spread across five continents. These engineering
societies represent the interests of their members and help to disseminate and share automotive
technology, both locally within their country of operation and to an international audience.
Kelly Williams, Director of Member Services at FISITA, said: “We are delighted to have developed our
Member Society relations in Italy – we’re pleased that ATA’s excellent initiatives are set to continue
under ANFIA’s leadership and we look forward to introducing our new colleagues from ANFIA to our
community, with the aim of promoting excellence in mobility engineering.”
Aurelio Nervo, President of ANFIA said: “We are extremely pleased to be part of FISITA’s fantastic
community. Our objective is to increase awareness of the automotive industry in Italy, and since we
have proudly gathered the inheritance of ATA, we are revitalising its technical, research and training
initiatives. We are looking forward to engaging with FISITA to develop Italy’s contribution to our fast‐
evolving industry.”
FISITA offers exclusive membership to global engineering societies and corporate organisations
active within the mobility systems engineering industry. They can access a range of international
technical events, knowledge sharing, Committee activities and technical networking opportunities.
For more information about FISITA membership see:
http://www.fisita.com/about/join
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NOTES TO EDITORS:
About FISITA
FISITA is the international membership organisation that supports the automotive and mobility
systems sector in its quest to advance technological development. Having delivered against this
mission for every generation of engineers since 1948, we are uniquely placed to promote excellence
in mobility engineering and the development of safe, sustainable and affordable mobility solutions.
Since creation, FISITA has seen significant growth in influence and relevance. Today our network of
Member Societies and Corporate Members extend a reach to over 210,000 engineers in 37
countries, placing us at the heart of the industry and enabling members to connect with each other,
network, share technological advancements and collaborate in a pre‐competitive environment.
FISITA facilitates dialogue between engineers and industry, governments, academia, and
environmental and standards organisations, across all areas of automotive and mobility systems
technology. Achieved through organising and delivering internationally‐acclaimed technical events,
including the World Automotive Congress, the World Automotive Summit, the newly‐created FISITA
PLUS conference and EuroBrake, the world’s largest braking technology conference; as well as
endorsing the significant events run by our Member Societies.
The FISITA Roadmap to 2020 strategic engagement plans see our organisation’s continued
investment in the next generation of engineers through the ‘Your Future in Automotive’ initiative,
the long‐term ‘Engineer 2030’ project and ‘International Work Experience Programme’, while our
recently formed Industry Committee is pioneering our strategic tracking of the evolving mobility
sector through the FISITA Eco‐System mapping project – ensuring that our organisation continues to
deliver leadership and a relevant community to this and future generations of engineers.
Engineers create solutions, FISITA continues to support them to do so.
www.fisita.com

